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When you search for the most appropriate website templates on one page, this list covers the most powerful ones available today. The best way to show respect to your customers is not to waste your time. In most cases, single-page portfolios or business sites overshadow their complex multi-page counterparts. Contrary to popular belief, the quality of web
design is not a race to create the flashiest online pages. The human eye appreciates subtlety much more than it likes visual noise. While some website owners insist on having complex sites, it's best to consider a one-page version. After navigatingSkip to WordPressSkip themes to HTML templates, maintaining an easy and simplified layout, download speeds
will also be greatly improved. With the one-page structure of the website, your users will quickly skim through the content and information you have available. In this way, they can make the final decision much faster, which adds to the necessary excellent user experience. Fortunately, you don't have to go through the tedious process of building websites from
scratch. Any of the WordPress themes and website templates below will get you exceptionally good. If you want to simplify the process to the extreme, you definitely have to go with a one-page WordPress theme. Explore 2.5 million digital assets, including 1800 One Page website Templates2M items from the world's largest market for HTML5 templates,
themes and design assets. Whether it's what you need or you just after a few stock photos - all of this can be found here in the Envato market. The best one page of WordPress themeJevelinJevelin is an amazing multipurpose WordPress theme of a long trajectory. It empowers tons of demonstrations on various topics that are growing every day. It is a
multilingual, documented and responsive tool that adapts to all browsers. Jevelin uses both wide and boxy layout formats and offers tons of pre-built options for each. You get the opportunity to post in more than 4 columns with up to 5 custom types of posts, including videos. Speaking of which, you'll get dozens of video animations and Parallax too! Jevelin is
done for business with WooCommerce. Make your sales projects a reality with shops and trolleys thanks to this plug-in. It also offers Google Maps location and compatibility service WPML. Be aware of customer needs by setting the contact form 7.Jevelin has customizable sections for lackeys, layouts, widgets and does not require any coding at all! It is a tool
designed for greatness. Everyone will find it convenient and easy to understand regardless of your area of work. It still has, however, a visual accent that makes it awesome for creative people and artists. You get portfolios and blogs perfect for showcasing and accepting testimonies of work. Find your passion and don't To contact us to help you build your new
dream site! Come for Jevelin! More / Download DemoDivi One-page website can be great for all kinds of businesses, agencies and freelancers. Instead of a potential customer jumping from page to on to learn more about you, they can read your offer in just a few scrolls. These kind of pages, you can easily score with Divi. It's a phenomenal web design that
instantly satisfies your needs and rules. Please understand you have over a hundred full website packages to choose from, more than enough to start your thing quickly. Along with the demo material, Divi's own builder page opens up even more possibilities for the user. To sum up, you can change the look of Divi without programming, which comes super
handy for the beginner. From animation, effects, colors, fonts, elements, modules, you name it, add, remove, create, it's all possible with Divi. More / Download DemoWebify From one website page, the user should not jump from section to section anymore, find all the information they are after. With a simple scroll, everyone learns all about your business
relatively quickly. Time matters. With Webify, you can create such an online space without hassle. Although it comes with an exciting one-page demo, Webify still gives you complete freedom to customize it as you think. But feel free to stick to the default settings and the pages are all set up just like that. Webify also comes with a builder's page, tons of blocks,
modules and short codes, a parallax effect and a wide range of head and foot layouts. Webify won't disappoint with its wowing download speed and search engine optimization, too. Get the word out now and start pushing your project to new heights with a functional and flexible Webify. Read more /Download DemoMilu Milu is a website style landing template
that primarily focuses on technology and application projects. You have nine demos available, each original, creative and innovative. One of Milu's main characteristics is the fact how vibrant and alluring its web design is as well as colorful. If you want to create a pleasant experience for everyone who visits your site, Mmiles will definitely do his thing. And if it
doesn't follow your style to T, use the power of the WPBakery page builder and customize Milu accordingly. Other Milu specialties include internal pages, portfolio layouts, WooCommerce compatibility, Slider Revolution, mega menus, twelve icon packs and a video gallery. Documentation, support and free updates are also available to every Milu user. If you're
willing to popularize your technical project or app, start online with a bang using Milu's amazingness. Read more / Download DemoKoral Koral beautifully, inventively and simply to use a one-page website template. If you need a colorful web design that will establish a strong and lasting first impression, Koral is the way to go. With a few customized samples,
you can get things moving forward sooner rather than later. Indeed, there is no need to start from scratch when Coral Plenty of content is already predetermined for you. Just use stuff that is of interest to you Have a page set up and running live on the internet quickly. The Koral layout is responsive and mobile, customized to all devices immediately. It's also
compatible with all modern web browsers, retinal screens and popular plug-ins. You will also witness the outstanding download time that provides the A-Class experience. To avoid creating a page with a classic look, step things up with Koral now. More / Download DemoProrez You can push the boundaries with Prorez comfortably. This one-page website
template for WordPress is a terrific solution if you want to build an online resume page. With a creative and neat look, Prorez promises to grab everyone's attention and deliver an experience that will lift your potential through the roof. Especially once you present your work, talents and skills, that's when you get most of it. Combining prorez greatness with your
wonder is definitely a winning combination. Needless to say, Prorez provides complete flexibility and expandability while keeping your site running effortlessly across all devices and platforms. With a one-click master setup, you can start immediately for an almost instantaneous result. I'm telling you one thing; You can expect your resume site to live soon. Why
wait when you can start impacting new customers and make a difference now. Read more /Download DemoVolos featuring three ready-to-use samples, Hair gets to implement the resume page thing quickly. With a single page structure, you get to display all your perks and other whatnot in just a few scrolls. Why build a multi-page website if you don't need to.
Not only that, your potential employer or client has no time wanting to learn all about you as quickly as possible. With Hair you are sure to arouse their interest. Of course, you can also change the default flow of Volos and make it your way with the drag and drop page builder, Elementor. Additional Volos goodies include smooth scrolling, parallax effect,
children's theme, Ajax content download and easy translation. The tool comes with professional support and outstanding documentation, too, so you never feel alone. More / Download DemoAnno With the popularity of one page websites, chances are you would like to make one, too. But take Anno in your favor and not start from scratch. It's a tool full of
benefits that will help you bring to fruit your dream a one-page website. There is no need for any difficult work on your part. A large set of amenities comes with more than twenty Elementor widgets, GIF support, GDPR compliance and a beautiful portfolio. If you want to spice things up with a preinset, you can do it, too. Make your page pop with Anno now.
Read more / Download DemoRomea minimalist design with a distinct touch this is what Romea refers to you. This is an impressive WordPress theme for personal websites with a one-page structure. You can demonstrate all your skills and portfolio just a few scrolls apart. You don't have to jump from page to page anymore. Skills, experience, blog, brand
logos, education, all these sections and more are predetermined for you. Romea also builds up the experience with smooth scrolling and parallax effect. If you are ready for the difference, you are ready for everything that Romea has in store for your convenience. Read more / Download DemoSmartic If you start campaigning for a new drop product, create an
impactful landing page with Smartic. This excellent solution includes a collection of fourteen demos that help speed up the creation process. Out of the box, Smartic already covers skin care, bag, coffee, smart watch, beer, juice and tea planting page samples to name a few. But the possibilities are endless. Smartic also rocks all the necessary sections of
online shopping and WooCommerce integration. This way, anyone can purchase right from your landing page, which will help increase conversion through the roof. Mix and soed available and set it all up quickly. Read more / Download DemoDrex Creativity Drex knows no bounds. First of all, there are six mind-blowing designs that you can choose from and
make good use of. Of course, each of the layouts is also 100% customizable, making sure you get customized and style it accordingly. However, if you fancy the look as is, feel free to use Drex out of the box and finish with building the page even faster. Making improvements to Drex doesn't include coding. Thanks to the WPBakery builder page, dragging and
dropping is all you need. In addition, Drex also includes a one-click installation, a short code generator, custom widgets and clean code. It is also optimized for SEO and fast downloads, and is fully in tune with modern devices and web browsers. For any additional help, contact a friendly support team and they will be happy to guide you. Read more / Download
DemoStashStash a well-crafted tool ready to get into the big leagues. It's a multifunctional WordPress theme with incredible demos and a dynamic builder. No coding line should be done, but everything can be configured! Stash has amazing graphics completely retina ready and packed with 48 amazing demos! It uses Visual Composer, and it's Bootstrap
based too. Visually appealing deals include the Parallax scroll effect on all pages and video backgrounds. There is also a strong printing house with Google fonts for 800 pounds. Stash can create gorgeous scenes, custom messages and beautiful layouts. All this, being an easy craft and understand every step of the way. It is integrated with Slider Revolution
for free and supports CSS3 animations too. Some other incredible additions include WPML, WooCommerce and Minimal Shapes. What are you looking for? Business? Art? No problem. Get to set up stores, translate texts and interact with customers in a heart beat. Stash is packed with performance settings that make it run smooth and and Needless to say, it
is absolutely responsive. Make your dream project with Google Mobile friendliness and cross-browser compatibility. Run now! You won't regret it! Change your life with Stash! Read more /Download DemoBest HTML5 single page of the website templatesAmigo If you are looking for a multi-purpose website template that can provide you with many different
features, Amigo is the one you should look at. It is an HTML5 one-page website template with twelve fantastic index page designs and even has three internal pages in case. Amigo's layout and web design are responsive, mobile, clean and sophisticated with minimal touch. All your content will be amazingly displayed on all devices and your site works
seamlessly on all modern browsers. Some of Amigo's assets are reviews, pricing tables, stats counters and portfolio categories with handy filters. This Bootstrap 4 is a website-based canvas with all the essentials to get your website up and running in as close to as little time as possible. You can always check out the live preview page first of each demo before
you fully decide to go with Amigo as a partner in crime. Read more/Download DemoXeOne For every creative out there, either solo or agency, XeOne is here to please all your web design needs. Avoid doing your thing from scratch, do it with ready-to-use XeOne material. There are over thirty layouts to choose from and over fifty web items to enhance your
web space however you think it fits best. XeOne is a multi-choice tool that suits even picky users. The Slider Revolution, powerful and easy-to-use code, all modern technology and multiple navigation styles await every XeOne user. Video and parallax background, AJAX contact form optimized for search engines and top-notch customer support, XeOne is
definitely a tool rocking a solid one-page layout that you should explore in great detail. You can also start a blog with a tool and use it for content marketing, as well as offer a more personal experience to all your potential customers. Read more / Download DemoUnfinityPlus To create a website that has only one page display of all your content and details,
UnfinityPlus is a great choice for you. It's a neat, complex, highly optimized, and manageable one-page HTML5 website template with many features and features. Even if you're a beginner, you'll still have a blast tweaking yourself with a new page to push your services and talent to the next degree. However, UnfinityPlus is easy to use and customized for
everyone to use it to the fullest. Seventeen great demos are waiting for each user to offer them a quick start creating a website. Included, there is a sample for the event, church, gym, restaurant, medical, marketing agency and photography website to name a few. UnfinityPlus is ready to bring its thing to the world wide web and shine online bright as a
diamond. More More / Download DemoElementyElementy is a versatile and unique Parallax HTML5 one-page website template that exceeds all expectations. Its remarkable capabilities can be used to enhance the websites of digital agencies and creative professionals. This template was built using Bootstrap 3 and was encoded in CSS3 and HTML5. The
design is very powerful, but it remains intuitive and very user-friendly. It is also well documented, offering information about any features. In a very short time, even a novice user can become an expert. Elementy has several one-page demos and a fully responsive design. Indeed, you will be able to showcase your content on mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets. There are dark and light variations of Navbar, in addition to 9 amazing pre-project color palettes. On your website will be presented isotope portfolio filtering, color schemes, and backgrounds that are easy to personalize. Google Maps was also integrated. Users will enjoy more than 400 font awesome icons, and 100 Et-line icons. The
layout has cross-browser support and is compatible with all operating systems. Elementy is MailChimp Integrated, allowing site owners to install their own newsletters. For more information about this template and its modern features, be sure to check out the live preview. More / Download DemoPofoPofo is a high-quality one-page HTML5 and CSS3 template
for multiple applications. It offers a wide range of demos with its own home pages, each adapting to many niche markets. The artistic or creative aspects of its power, especially for visual impact, are due to the integration of Parallax. Don't worry about screens or compatibility; It's a 100% responsive tool! Pofo has a universal and nervous concept that is perfect
for all users and topics. Use your stock countdown timer and counter stats to observe the traffic of your site. Open a blog review for your customer's opinions and get them to rate you through the contact forms of Pofo! Scroll is simple and smooth, perfect for one-page formats. This is not only because of its lightweight design, but also because of its SEO
optimization. Pofo will give you over 150 items and 210 pages to play! These will include beaters and lackeys, frequently asked question sections, portfolios of singles and more. The best typography is also provided to customize all aspects of the post! Even video backgrounds and animations featured! Pofo is ready for animation and offers amazing video
background options, too. Everything will be in pure reusable code. Constant free updates and lots of detailed documentation are given! Try one and only Pofo! More info / Download DemoLydiaIf you're looking for an excellent HTML5 template one that can improve your web page, look no further than Lydia. This excellent product is ideal for the needs of
journalists, artists, freelancers, digital studios and bloggers. Regardless of your profession, this template has you covered. While many sites Size problems, yours will be the exception. Lydia can display your messages and content on tablets, laptops, smartphones, and desktops. It should also be noted that this template has cross-browser compatibility. Users
can use the one-page option, 8 home layouts, 3 different blanks, and 11 color options. There is something for everyone. You can even save up to $34 by incorporating 3 premium scripts. Lydia has three title options and an Ajax Portfolio option. Of course, customers and followers can enjoy Touch Swipe support by viewing your quality content. Lydia can
increase your chances of climbing search engine rankings, since it is completely SEO-ready. It boasts 11 gorgeous color schemes, and it supports Parallax videos and images. For those with high-resolution displays, icons and graphics ready for the retina have been added. If you want to know more about Lydia, be sure to consult an extensive source of



documentation. It contains information about any function. More / Download DemoDefinityConstructed using the Bootstrap 3 framework, Definition is definitely an impressive one page HTML5 template site. It offers a clear and engaging design with every element, promising to improve the quality of your web page. Definition works with any screen, regardless of
its size. It embraces and welcomes those who prefer portable devices such as smartphones and tablets. In addition, this template has cross-browser compatibility. Gorgeous paryax video effects have been added, increasing the visual appeal of your site. There are also many layout portfolio options that allow you to showcase your content in a very stylish way.
Several sets of icons have been included, guaranteeing a vast and diverse collection of options. Users will also benefit from a variety of SASS files, making it easier to edit content. There are two main color schemes for your page, dark and light. Whatever your choice, the pages will look amazing. In total, Definity has 20 different demos and over 70 HTML
templates. For your menu, bars can be transparent, light and dark. Full width and full screen video backgrounds are available, in addition to some animated headers and smooth scrolling features. For those who want to try Definity without having to make a purchase, a live preview has been included. Read more / Download DemoWexim To Conquer the World
effortlessly by launching a one-page website with a modern and powerful Wexim. This HTML5 website template on one page can represent your website best on different continents. How so? First, incorporating responsive attributes of this template allows you to showcase your products and services in a fun way. This in itself provides an attractive atmosphere
for those who love rich content. Next, Wexim has useful features such as multiple fonts, custom gradients, Slider Revolution and more. In addition, it has the ability to go for a few pages if that's something you might later want to expand. What's super interesting is the interesting Wexim is the fact that the package includes an extensive collection of fifty
gorgeous and ready-to-use templates. From blogs, restaurants and agencies to corporate businesses, online portfolios and personal websites, you can create them all with a convenient Wexim. Read more/Download DemoBusinesio Advanced, wonderful and spontaneous, the Businesio canvas site is the ultimate tool to use, thanks to its powerful Bootstrap
Framework and extensive collection of features and layouts. This HTML5 one-page website template works for everyone, so expect an astounding array of layouts that will surely pull your heartstrings. Anyone new to web design can adapt well with businesio features. Meanwhile, experts are free to play with its well commented codes, supplemented by
HTML5, CSS3 and JS. Businesio is also a cross-browser compatible, which means you can keep the hassle of worrying about whether your site will look good on different browsers. In short, Businesio Sports is all the latest practice to ensure the smooth and stable operation of the website at any time. The code is also search engine optimized and well
documented. Finely customize Businesio now and make it yours. Read more /Download DemoHygge If you're looking for a great template site, look no further than Hygge. You can choose one page or multi-page option, depending on your needs. Customers can use this template for their business, blog or website portfolio. When it comes to visual settings,
there are 10 different color palettes that can be implemented. You can also design your own color scheme. Several slider and header options are available, further expanding the range of personalization capabilities. In today's hyper-competitive market, only companies that form strong relationships with their customers can remain relevant. With the
introduction of Disqus, customers can now enjoy a great comment system that is packed with useful features. Integration into social networks is also available. Hygge offers over 40 SEO-ready HTML files. This increases the exposure of your site, helping you gain a greater position in the search engine rankings. There are 3 sets of font icons, with over 1000
icons that are compatible with high-resolution Retina displays. The template layout is completely responsive because it completely eliminates compatibility or restymization of problems. You can access the content from tablets, laptops, smartphones and desktops. For more information, be sure to access live viewing. For more information / Download DemoH
code with more than 57 homepage templates and over 190 HTML page options, the H-Code is an excellent template for your site. It has a diverse list of practical functions, and it can adapt to any You can use H-Code for your e-commerce webpage, photos, spa, portfolio or wedding page. Whatever your needs, H-Code can meet them. In addition, the
customization process has been greatly simplified, which For all of them. You don't need to be a software expert to use H-Code.The code is also well written and intuitive, and the download speed has been drastically reduced. Basically, this is the perfect HTML template. Cross-browser compatibility is available, in addition to a fully responsive layout. Users can
access your quality content from any device, regardless of its screen size. Not worrying about the size of the questions is a blessing. H-Code has a large number of pre-installed layouts, page settings and portfolios. Lack of choice will never be a problem, as you will be given the opportunity to create a page that corresponds to your vision. You can increase
your income by selling products online. This template is ready for e-commerce, as it allows you to create a unique online store. For more information / Download DemoKwoon with 15 Unique Home Layouts and a diverse list of incredible features, Kwoon is one of the best HTML templates on the market. It's the perfect solution for a blog, business or web
portfolio. Regardless of your niche, this product has you covered. Depending on the customer's preferences, Kwoon may have a multi-page or one-page layout. Either way, the site will look incredible. Versatility is always directly proportional to the number of options you can make. Fortunately, Kwoon users can create a product that matches their vision. There
are also several sliders and headline options, along with various settings for the blog and portfolio pages. In addition, you can play with each feature, as the process of personalization is very accessible. There is no need for advanced programming knowledge. Users can even include channels from social networks such as Instagram, Dribbble and Flickr. In
addition to some icons and graphics, Retina is available with widgets. The developers have also made the layout responsive, and you can demonstrate it on tablets, smartphones, laptops and desktop computers. In total, they included 14 unique pre-designed color patterns for use. Users are also happy to enjoy the animation while scrolling, Parallax effects
and Google Maps features. For more information / Download demo Demo
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